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Helsinki
After embracing the historical city of Istanbul,

Turkish Airlines set course to the ultimate winter desti-
nation in Finland - Helsinki, which is only 3 hours 30
minutes away. Also known as “the Daughter of the
Baltic,” Finland’s capital city Helsinki sits on a peninsula
and is nestled right against the water. Bringing together
nature, sea and history, it’s a place where the sun never
sets in summer, and never rises in winter. It’s a great
city for those who like surprises.

Finland’s southern capital displays layers of history
while modern architecture and cutting-edge style stake
the city’s claim to the future. Hotel Kamp has been the
landmark of Helsinki since it was established in 1887. As
the leading luxury hotel in Finland, Hotel Kamp offers
guests both prestigious frames for the stay and all the
modern luxuries and services of a five star Grand Hotel.
Hotel Kamp is like a celebrity of the Finnish hotel busi-
ness, the one everyone knows and whose fame and suc-
cess are both envied and admired. Kamp is a hotel for
cosmopolitan, quality-conscious, fashionable, cultivat-

ed, demanding customers. Staying here has nothing to
do with age or occupation: it is all about lifestyle - at
Hotel Kamp, the customer always expects to receive
the very best.

While Hotel Kamp has been the landmark of
Helsinki’s growth into a national and European capital,
it has also provided a residence for Finnish artists, rul-
ing elite and intelligentsia. Its history has been colorful
and it certainly has been growing and developing
alongside Helsinki.

Kamp’s rich, prestigious past continues to define its
soul and being, while it offers all the modern luxuries
and services one can desire. Kamp wishes to maintain
many of the traditional and timeless elements embed-
ded in its and city’s past and to integrate them with
modern luxury features to balance heritage with high
functionality. This will create the best overall hotel
experience. 

Hotel Kamp contains 179 rooms. These luxurious
rooms range from a Deluxe room to the illustrious
Mannerheim Suite which boasts a maximum floor space
of 258m2. Additionally, the hotel is fitted with ten con-
ference rooms for meetings and banquets, with the
popular Mirror Room being the jewel in the crown.

Hotel Kamp Brasserie, with a magnificent view of the
Esplanadi Park, is the choice for elegant and pleasura-
ble moments. Our 24-hour room service and exclusive
concierge service will make your dreams come true.
And if you are driving, our valet will park the car for

you. Bellboys will, of course, bring your luggage to
your room. Our stay at the hotel was an exceptional
experience and very welcoming by the Hotel Kamp’s
General Manager Tuomas A. Liewendahl.

Hotel St. George
Opened in May 2018, Hotel St. George presents 148

guestrooms and five suites spread across an historic
building located opposite the capital’s Old Church Park.
Rooted in this thriving neighborhood, the hotel is a re-
imagination of the ‘grand hotel’ in the most contempo-
rary sense and meets tomorrow’s travelers with a seam-
less amalgamation of new luxury, and authentic, original
experiences. 

The result is a property that brings together a num-

ber of national creative from the realms of art, gastron-
omy and design with a concept and script that com-
bines various touch points-from alchemy and science,
to culture and enlightenment-for unforgettable stays
defined by holistic wellbeing and contemporary design.
A new icon has emerged. 

Located in a city that spends a significant amount of
time cloaked in darkness, Hotel St. George presents a
series of singular social spaces which invite guests and
locals alike to lounge, dine and relax. Restaurant
Andrea, helmed by Mehmet Gurs, is a contemporary
destination restaurant that marries Nordic and
Mediterranean flavors via a menu of sharing plates and
slow cooked meats, served in an atmospheric space
filled with wall-mounted sofas and wooden chairs.


